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myth

#1

The Internet of Things is All About “Things”

The true innovation of IoT is not connecting devices, but rather how the data that
the “things” create is used and valued. The most successful companies will utilize
the data to enhance customer experiences, improve product designs, optimize
processes and validate warranty claims.
This is so important because, believe it or not, most original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) do not know the end user of their product.
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A sump pump manufacturer, for example, might sell product to major home
improvement stores. However, once that product is out the door, they have no
idea who actually purchased it. IoT enables manufacturers with the ability to
connect directly to the consumer who’s using the product to provide a more
personalized customer experience, support and service offerings. IoT provides
product data and will help manufacturers connect to their customers and better
understand how their products are being used.
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myth

#2

My Sensors Are Not Accessible to the
Internet

Some argue that their sensors will never access the Internet, therefore, they are
not concerned about network latencies, unpredictable network availability or
bandwidth issues.
All networks suffer from some of the same reliability problems as cellular networks
and the fluctuation of throughput due to physical location and environmental
factors. For critical devices, constant monitoring and real-time responses are
essential so that data is delivered quickly and accurately, while consuming the
minimum amount of bandwidth. This requires the ability to deliver data reliably
across the network(s), while sending changes or exceptions in data.
Finally, the other myth here is that while you may think your sensors don’t need to
access the internet today, it is likely that there will be a compelling reason to
connect them in the future in order to enable inference engines and other artificial
intelligence solutions.
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myth

#3

IoT Must Be Easy Since Everyone Seems
to be Creating a “Solution”

product
launches
fail due to
various
reasons

9/10

of the
failures are
because of
the lack of
market need
for the
product

42%

IoT products are no different.
Many IoT products get off the ground and quickly begin looking back at oversights
made during the development of the solution. A few of the most common
overlooked pieces of an IoT solution are the following:

scalability,
design flexibility,
and device management.

Though there are many more reasons on the list, these three are the costliest to an
IoT initiative as the ramifications are expensive in revenue potential, customer
acceptance and reputation in the market. Adding to this myth is the ease at which
it seems possible to get to a prototype stage with a device and its connectivity.
Just because you can develop a prototype with an Arduino or Rasberry Pi
doesn’t mean there is a market, or you are done with your product development.
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myth

#4

Iot Is All About Creating New Products

Despite all the new gadgets we see and hear about each year, IoT innovation
isn’t always all about new inventions but rather about re-invention and repurpose.
Moreover, innovation will continue to be about taking existing products and
connecting them to enable a new business model or market.
The inventors will continue to develop new ideas and products, however, it’s the
re-inventors that will make significant impact with IoT, as companies re-imagine
their current products utilizing connectivity.

Think about board games
augmented with Smartphone
applications and NFC (Near
Field Communication), or
cameras being integrated into
traffic signals to enable
additional smart signaling.
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myth

#5

Internet of Things Is Not Secure. My Coffee
Maker Might Take Control of My Kitchen

Some fear that placing every day machines
on the Internet will somehow start a revolution
of humans versus machines while others
think that hackers will begin taking control of
the devices.
The reality of this ever happening is very
small as most of the machines are just being
monitored without control, and those that
have control continue to increase the level of
security to prevent such issues from
happening.
There are also many industry leaders working on solving the most risky security
vulnerabilities. Possibly the largest cause of the security vulnerabilities is product
developers rushing to get to market and leaving security for version two.

Many of today’s standard security
technologies (VPNs, DNS extensions,
etc.) are being used and improved along
the way. Regulations are also playing their
part in forcing the industry to improve their
data security. For example, the healthcare
industry has made data security a top
priority to ensure HIPPA compliance.

Many efforts are being made to secure embedded processors and
microcontrollers, so if they were to be compromised, attackers would not be able to
control the devices or intercept data from the devices. On the network side, new
protocols are being developed for device level authentication and encryption.
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About Flexware Innovation
Flexware Innovation, Inc., a 20-year young Midwest engineering ﬁrm, focuses on assisting
manufacturers nationwide to operate more eﬃciently with real-time business intelligence
and automation solutions. Staﬀed with well-rounded technical and business system
experts, Flexware is a nationwide, go-to resource for life science, food and beverage,
industrial and discrete industry clients for software development, automation engineering
and business intelligence, including custom manufacturing execution systems (MES) and
IoT integration. Whether devices, software, user interfaces, data or analytics, Flexware’s
highly-skilled team works side by side with clients to solve the most complex IT and
manufacturing engineering obstacles.
Our Life Science, Food & Beverage, Industrial and Discrete industries successes include:

increase productivity

improve product quality

minimize downtime

enhance process eﬃciency

reduce costs

accomplish business goals

The Flexware team has been solving real-world IoT issues since our inception. We are in
the trenches daily helping customers develop and implement custom and scalable
solutions, by ﬁrst listening and identifying limitations, constraints and concerns.
Flexware’s capabilities in the IoT and Big Data space includes:

• Consult on strategic IoT direction for the customer
• Development of custom, electronic IoT devices for remote communications utilizing
cellular, satellite, LPWAN, WiFi or other wired and wireless technologies

• Development of custom device management, cloud or enterprise IoT solutions
• Program management of electronic assemblies
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